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Abstract

In present scenario, lean manufacturing system is a most advance system to
eliminate different manufacturing wastes. So, there are so many firms which
enchanting a benefit to Implement this system. Here, quality and productivity
increased and waste goes minimized. Here the study will do on case study to
measure the overall leanness to find out the best solution within available
resources. In practical, industry is not trying to measure leanness of
implemented strategies. Every industry has different types of lean tools and
techniques to implement and every strategy have their performance in form of
leanness. So it is required to measure their leanness to take a right decision to
select good strategy for industry. So this paper will focus to measure overall
leanness of the industry.
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INTRODUCTION
Lean manufacturing is a distinction of quality based on waste minimization. Present
scenario occurrence of the frequent history of lean manufacturing toward increasing
efficiency, waste minimization and using mathematical models and methods to take a
good decision to decide what technique and ideas is more valuable. Lean
manufacturing is more precise version of efficiency pains, building the work earlier to
workers and leaders such as Taylor or Ford, and also learning system from their own
mistakes. Just after World-war 2nd, Japanese manufacturers, predominantly within
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automobile industries, was a problem of shortage of men, machine, materials, finance
and resources. Eijitoyoda and Taiichiohno at the Toyota motor company in Japan
pioneered the idea of “Toyota Production System (TPS)”, and what is known as today
in the US as “Lean Manufacturing”. The initial idea comes out from system is to
eliminate the industrial wastage. During lean manufacturing is implemented correctly
in industry; productionefficiencywill rise and industrial waste will lessen in form of
inventory, work load, standardization from etc. (Seth & Gupta, 2005).
In manufacturing subdivision, new philosophies to maximum efficiency and less
waste are lean manufacturing.Appropriateexecution of different lean manufacturing
strategies provides profit and much more (Delattre, 2002). Lean manufacturing
grownup in on whole production yield and supremacy up customer satisfaction and
the workers satisfaction too (Singh et al., 2010). A variety of styles are proposed by
researchers to calculate industry leanness like logical impression of hierarchal process
which wasurbanized for industriesjudgment of leanness (Shah and Ward, 2003). In
this development, systematic pair-wise comparison will use to reviewindustrial
leanness score. Though, most of papers Gupta et al. (2012), Upadhyay et al. (2013),
Gupta et al. (2013 a, b & c), Gupta et al. (2014), Kumar et al. (2014) and Gupta
(2016) used integrated index to calculate industrial leanness with fuzzy logic tool.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The process of lean manufacturing was methodically described by book “The machine
that changed the world” by Womack, Roos and Jones in 1990.
According to the book; auxiliary separated lean principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify desired quality by the consumer
Continuously flow without non value-added activities
Continually perfection to serve the customer best value for money
Identify the worthof each product strategy necessary to improve
Pull systemfor continuous flow

This journey begins with a brief review of the moralityfor work and followed with
useful information for lean manufacturing.
Overall review of lean manufacturing and lean strategies are very important for
industries and after world war 2nd this concept highlights.The birth of the
‘‘leanmanufacturing” concept developed here (Womack et al., 1990). Near the
beginning, Japanese leaders in industries like Shigeo Shingo, Toyoda, and Taiichi
Ohno act in response with devising new advance system, which known as ‘‘Toyota
Production System,’’ or ‘‘Lean Manufacturing.’’ This system inattentive the
industrial wastes with using lean tools and strategies like JIT, SMED for time value,
TQM for effective management etc. to eliminate these wastes. Brief explanationof
lean manufacturing tools discussed as a most effective system (Nahmias, 2001).
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FUZZY LOGIC
The measuring criteria for industry leanness and behavior can be form of quantitative
and qualitative. The methodology of process measuring of leanness is based on fuzzy
logic by which we can convert longiustic terms into mathematical values. A
questionnaire will developed to measure and record qualitative study for different
values. Fuzzy logic introduces by Zadeh (1965), a professor, to answer linguistic
challenges. Fuzzy logic encompasses a extensiverange of techniques
mostlyconstructwinning concepts like: fuzzy sets, membership function, linguistic
variables and fuzzy if-then rules (Yen and Langari, 1999). In Fuzzy logic, sets of
fuzzy and linguistic values variables are extensively used concepts of qualitative
study.
METHODOLOGY
The study will hold for any industry for measuring leanness. This is a theoretical
approach to measure the condition of industry. All this process of measurement is
shown in figure 1.
Select Industry to Study

Type of Studies

Qualitative Study

Quantitative Study

Prepare Questionnaire with main
attributes

Prepare all weightings and
ratings

Prepare Sub-attributes categories
if any

Fill questionnaire from industry
as shown in table 1

Analyze result with fuzzy logic
and give leanness final result

Convert linguistic terms to
numbers and use mathematical
equation

Figure 1
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Table 1. Quality Rating Measurement
LVi

LVij

Quality Rating
QUESTIONS

Main Attributes

Sub Attributes

W

F

G

VG

E

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

Table 2. Related Assign Weight

S.NO.

Quality Rating

1

Worst (W)

2

Fair (F)

3

Good (G)

4

Very Good (VG)

5

Excellent (E)

After collecting all linguistic values, a fuzzy triangular scale will generate to convert
these values in numbers form.
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Table 3. Fuzzy numbers for approximating linguistic variable values

Quality Rating
Linguistic variable

Fuzzy number
0

1.5

3

Fair (F)

1.5

3

4.5

Good (G)

3.5

5

6.5

Very Good (VG)

5.5

7

8.5

7

8.5

10

Worst (W)

Excellent (E)

Fuzzy Leanness Index (FLI)
LVi ∑

n

n

(Wi ∗ LVi)/ ∑ Wi

k=1

… … … … … … … … … (1)

k=1

Fuzzy logic will calculate this membership function with related weight as in Kao and
Liu (Kao and Liu, 2001)

Figure 2
As per literature, if the result is between the fair and good as shown in figure 2, then
the nearest value to the result will be found. There are so many distance measuring
methods to determine the actual leanness value status for that industry.
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CONCLUSION
This research paper focuses to solve this answer with using leanness
measuring. A fuzzy method is discovered to measure industrial leanness. This fuzzy
method has some important steps as calculate performance, quality rating for
implemented system, strategy, people and quality. Then assign relative weights to
assign linguistic variables. After that, calculate fuzzy leanness index by using given
formula. Here related weights fuzzy leanness index sets will convert into linguistic
variable. At last, a novel methodology has been developed to measuring an industry
leanness to facilitate the decision making for own progress, workers and customers.
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